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I would like to say something about these wonderful books by Madhuri 
Purandare. What struck me about these little books was the beautiful sim-
plicity and great eye for detail. They are very unusual also in their content. 
They are very regular ordinary things that kids encounter in their everyday 
lives. And you can look at their titles, they are just these one word titles 
and they have very little text and its all about the regular lives of children. 
I know that her work has been translated in many languages, especially 
French and English, and that she’s done some of her own translations. 
That is very interesting where you can port one language into another com-
pletely different cultural context. Would you like to tell us a bit about your 
approach and what you are doing Madhuri? My initial exposure to her has 
been through theatre. I have watched her as an actress, and she is a very 
powerful performer. She sings and performs and also runs an art gallery. 
And one of her concerns was that we don’t have sensitivity about when 
there is a lot of text in children’s books, we aren’t even remotely thinking 
about the typeface and is it even connected to children’s needs as in how 
they would read them or how they would perceive things. And the other 
thing she was concerned about was whether we are addressing content as 
to age groups. 
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 I had intimated earlier in writing that I would like to speak on these topics. There 

are only a few points. One, I feel children’s literature is not looked at seriously and 

efforts should be made towards that. It needs to be looked at seriously in the respective 

languages it is published in. Secondly, there should be workshop organized for authors 

and artists. There are many things that both authors and artist are not aware of many 

a times. People don’t deliberately set out to make bad books. It happens by mistake, 

just as good books happen sometimes by mistake. There were some issues discussed here 

today that both authors and artists need to be made aware of to make better books. In 

this sense workshops need to be organized. 

 The third point I wanted to make is the need for a sort of a bank of knowledge 

of a certain context. For example, nature as depicted in books, and the nature we see 

around us, can they be in someway linked? As in, if I draw trees, or if I draw flowers, 



I want children to know their names and for my depictions to be accurate. Of course, 

everybody has the freedom of expression, but most times the contexts are not available. 

The artist doesn’t have the time to seek out an example to copy or has never seen it for 

himself. So if a bank were made available to the artist it would be very helpful. Because 

I can see, most of our context comes from out of India. Even in this conference, we 

have been seeing a lot of outside influence. People have been speaking about Alice in 

wonderland, about Treasure Island, but no one spoke about Tagore, about Premchand. 

My generation grew up on this staple diet, whether it was good or bad, it shaped our 

language, our sight, and our thoughts. Whatever the content, it wasn’t so bad to have 

been completely disregarded and ignored as it has been here. I really feel some serious 

thought needs to be given to the literature that is so inherent to our country. Even all 

the examples, quotations offered today were from outside. Is it that no author in India 

had anything of importance to contribute?

 So this constant affectation that most people here exhibit by saying, we want 

to reach the common child, the rural child, do they think it is possible to reach them 

through these foreign avenues? Personally I read Alice in wonderland about 8 yrs. ago. 

And I thought it was ok. I didn’t share the reverence with which people speak about it.  

So are we going to look at this in a serious manner? Because everything that comes from 

abroad doesn’t reach everyone the way one might think think it does.

 I was looking at some books displayed outside and I could clearly see one where 

the pictures were printed flipped over. Technology has made it so that it only takes a 

push of a button to flip an image and make it fit our layout constraints. The designer 

has to be made aware of these things. Then a pallu worn on a woman’s left shoulder 

might be printed as on the right and no one would be any wiser. How can we be so ir-

responsible about depicting our own national costumes? If we are so lax about smaller 

things such as these, what are the bigger things that we are missing?

 Similarly I feel somehow, bookmakers need to see that something of the nature 

of children comes through the typefaces used in the books for them. And these typefaces 

need to be designed for regional languages too. It will only serve in making children feel 

as if the books belong to them. That’s about all I wanted to say.

Thank you.


